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Coming to America 1993 excerpts from diaries and letters provide
glimpses into the lives of russian lithuanian italian greek swedish
and irish immigrants who passed through ellis island around the
turn of the century
Darwinism Comes to America 1998 focusing on crucial aspects
of the history of darwinism in america numbers gets to the heart
of american resistance to darwin s ideas he provides a much
needed historical perspective on today s quarrels about
creationism and evolution and illuminates the specifically
american nature of this struggle
Fascism Comes to America 2022-11-22 a deeply relevant look
at what fascism means to americans from the time mussolini took
power in italy in 1922 americans have been obsessed with and
brooded over the meaning of fascism and how it might migrate to
the united states fascism comes to america examines how we
have viewed fascism overseas and its implications for our own
country bruce kuklick explores the rhetoric of politicians who have
used the language of fascism to smear opponents and he looks at
the discussions of pundits the analyses of academics and the
displays of fascism in popular culture including fiction radio tv
theater and film kuklick argues that fascism has little
informational meaning in the united states but instead it is used
to denigrate or insult for example every political position has been
besmirched as fascist as a result the term does not describe a
phenomenon so much as it denounces what one does not like
finally in displaying fascism for most americans entertainment
and most importantly film has been crucial in conveying to
citizens what fascism is about fascism comes to america has been
enhanced by many illustrations that exhibit how fascism was
absorbed into the us public consciousness
Montessori Comes to America 2009-12-22 what role did
women s leadership play in the introduction and revival of the
montessori method in america phyllis povell explores this
question through the contributions of maria montessori and nancy
mccormick rambusch who brought the montessori method to the
american educational scene introduced to the u s in the early
20th century by montessori herself the method lapsed into
oblivion after wwi thanks to rambusch it was reborn after the



launching of sputnik in montessori comes to america povell traces
the evolution of women s leadership and its influence on the
montessori method s development she includes insights from her
own formative years showing how childhood education and career
all shape women into leaders new research not only illuminates
the unique roles of two historic early childhood educators but also
updates the historical record and reveals the human dimension
behind one of the most colorful chapters in american educational
development
Fascism Comes to America 2022-11-22 the term fascist has been
thrown around in american politics and culture for much of the
twentieth and twenty first century it is a popular epithet that is
used to brand all kinds of political opponents from left to right
what does the term mean how is it used how did it show up in
american history and culture with the rise of fascist regimes in
europe before world war ii why has its use persisted even as
those regimes were defeated why has fascist come to carry such
negative associations in fascism comes to america bruce kuklick
explores the history of the use and meaning of fascism in
american politics and culture for the past hundred years his
survey spans everything from scholarly work to the statements of
politicians the writings of journalists and pundits and its use in
popular culture particularly in the way fascism has been
employed in film his goal is to figure out how people have used
the concept to critique our politics to comment on the history of
the twentieth century and as a term of derision in politics and
culture kuklick argues the term has almost no meaning in the way
politicians and pundits have used it he explores its use in popular
culture to show how culture critiqued fascism in serious work i e
something like robert penn warren s novel all the king s men on
huey long as well as in comedy and satire he concludes that the
use of the term fascism illustrates how language is often drained
of meaning as it is employed to deride opposing views or to hide
real feelings or issues for example he explores the way the label
fascist was applied to roosevelt and his new deal and in turn
applied by roosevelt and his supporters to those who opposed the
new deal this became even more pointed as world war ii began
and the american firsters and other isolationist groups traded



insults as they fought over whether the united states should get
into the war among other things kuklick is trying to understand
the way language is used in politics and how culture and politics
relate with culture sometimes taking the lead in explicating what
politicians and even academics leave murky
Coming To America? 2021-06-07 in coming to america the
untold truth about living and working in america as an immigrant
award winning author muchina says it s time that someone finally
told the biter truth about what it s like to live and work in america
as an immigrant over a million people migrate to the united states
every single year what most of them don t know is that life in
america is completely different from the america they see in the
news or movies or american tv shows in coming to america
muchina talks directly to new immigrants as well as those
planning on migrating to the united states in the future with well
researched statistics and figures he details the income of an
average immigrant as well as the true cost of living and the
sacrifices required in order to have a decent life while supporting
family back home close to a million immigrants become
undocumented every year muchina dedicates a few chapters to
speak to those that may end up overstaying their visas or falling
out of status for various reasons the challenges faced by
undocumented immigrants are many but millions of them find
ways to get jobs buy cars rent apartments and even start their
own businesses the question is how do they do it those answers
plus alternative documents the government makes available for
undocumented people to open bank accounts and pay taxes to
states that offer driver s licenses to undocumented residents all
found within the pages of this book in the final chapters of the
book muchina shares his story of how his obsession with the
pursuit of the american dream cost him everything he owned and
nearly destroyed his life in the process he tells his compelling
poignant story as a warning to others whose desire to make a lot
of money may lead them down the wrong paths with dire
consequences mostly with his deep understanding of how the
american system works he brings the wisdom of knowing what
not to do as well as what aspects of life one must protect in order
to build a decent and fulfilling life in america in his own words



muchina says this book is everything i wish someone had told me
when i first came to america so if you re planning to migrate to
america this book will help you answer some of the most
important questions you may have such as what are the 5 top
myths about america what are the top 5 mistakes most
immigrants make is the american dream possible for an
immigrant what will your host expect of you when you get to
america where should you settle in and why how are you
expected to behave in america how is america different from
where you re coming from what are you going to love about the
country and its culture will you be able to get a job what kind of
documents will you need to get a job will you be able to get work
documents if you have a non immigrant visa will you be allowed
and able to get work if you have a non immigrant visa what
happens if you overstay your visa what kind of job will you be able
to get as an immigrant how much are you likely to get paid for
what job how much will it cost you to live in america how much
does housing cost what can you or can t you do what kind of bills
will you have to pay what kind of taxes will you have to pay how
much money will you be able to earn per month how much will
you be able to save per month if you wanted to start a business
could you what kind of rights will you have as an immigrant how
do undocumented immigrants get jobs what kind of work do
undocumented immigrants do what jobs pay better than others
for immigrants what rights do immigrants have do undocumented
immigrants have any rights what s a social security number and
why does everyone need one what if you can t get a social
security number because of your immigration status how do you
get a driver s license if you go out of status will you be able to get
a driver s license where can you get a driver s license if you
overstay your visa what can you expect from friends and relatives
when you move to america how should you deal with relatives
back home what s a fico credit score and how does it determine
your success or failure what mistakes are you likely to make that
could ruin your life in america will your foreign university degree
get you a job in the united states in part 4 you ll hear the story of
the author an immigrant whose life was nearly destroyed in
america due to the lack of information such as found in this book



in his pursuit of the american dream he made all the wrong
mistakes just like so many immigrants and citizens make he
hopes to spare you from the same fate so you have a chance to
succeed and get yourself a piece of the american dream
Why Do You Want To Come To America 2017-10-07 with
refugees and migrants coming to america seeking the american
dream most of them are facing the tough struggle and utter
disillusionment apart from the issues of poverty and population
explosion the country is infested with the curse of racism and
sectarianism moreover the relentlessly increasing muslim people
both natives and foreign descendants have been accused of
posing threats to the country why do you want to come to
america examines many of the reasons that people want to enter
america refuge education marriage money and freedom are
among the most popular but is this really enough or is it simply a
thin veneer that quickly loses its gloss with new and stringent
immigration policies travel bans deportations visa revocations and
racial profiling being applied aggressively towards muslims
hispanics and people of foreign descent the fundamental question
in all of this should be is the promise of wealth and freedom worth
the cost of losing your culture and belief
Having it All 2001 pepa comes with her family from mexico to find
a better life in america but first struggles through cold winters in
the midwest working as a migrant field worker
Lafayette Comes to America 1939 everyone may agree that
america is still the greatest country in the world however some
may also argue that america is in decline we are confronting huge
problems such as government gridlocks budget deficits national
debt loss of jobs energy dependence discrimination terrorism
wastes and wars this book helps us to identify all these and other
problems and offers solutions but we must have serious dialogue
and debate before we can offer viable and concrete solutions it is
my hope that this book will help us to reinvigorate these efforts so
we as citizens of this great nation can reclaim our rights to help
shape our own destiny with this book you will also be able to learn
some basic chinese characters and get some advice on stock
investment for discussion of issues please contact the author at
linkedin com in paulcng



Coming to America 2011-09-28 coming to america a journey of
faith is eric tangumonkem s story of wrestling with these thoughts
and doubts god called him to america from cameroon to pursue
graduate studies at the university of texas at dallas but he had no
money to put towards this dream in this book tangumonkem
shares his journey of learning to trust god as he stepped out in
faith and came to america despite a lack of funds he also shares
some of his formative experiences prior to this call experiences
that will encourage readers in their faith tangumonkem s life is a
testimony to the faithfulness of god and he is careful to give him
all of the glory
COMING TO AMERICA: A JOURNEY OF FAITH 2014-03-07 cook up a
heaping dish of culture with tasty recipes from american
immigrants who knew culture could be so delicious in the coming
to america cookbook you ll discover how america s immigrants
have lived and dined over the centuries this scrumptious survey
of a wide variety of cuisine mexican irish chinese moroccan
turkish ethiopian nigerian and many more blends together an
appetizing mix of kid friendly recipes and fun food facts
throughout each chapter kids will have a great time learning
about each culture s distinctive foods and traditions while they
cook up easy and yummy recipes including naan a bread made
with yogurt which is a staple of indian cooking savory shrimp over
rice a recipe from northern italy passed down through generations
bratwurst with sauerkraut a favorite dish of wisconsin where
many germans settles in the nineteenth century banana
strawberry batidos icy cuban drinks that are as common as cola in
cities with many cuban residents such as miami dutch windmill
cookies which are traditionally made in the netherlands at
christmas time the coming to america cookbook also includes
information on cooking tools and skills with important rules for
kitchen safety and cleaning up
The Coming to America Cookbook 2005-03-25 america is a
country that is filled with many immigrants in this fascinating
book readers will learn some of the many reasons immigrants
choose to become american citizens the glossary index and table
of contents help readers better understand the content as they
make their way through this inspiring book this 6 pack includes



six copies of this title and a lesson plan
Coming to America 6-Pack 2013-09-30 this is a story of a young
man named decio who emigrates from his country of italy to seek
a better life in america like many immigrants of his time in the
early 1900s he left his family and all that he had known to start a
new life his story is one of hope for him and his future generations
after all the work in the factories was plentiful and the streets
were paved with gold through decio s experiences we get a
glimpse of what the immigrants did how they lived and how they
interacted with one another this is a must read to fully appreciate
the contributions of immigrants to the united states of america we
also get to see what wonderful opportunities are given to those
that are given the opportunity to come to our great country
Decio Comes to America 2020-08-19 in recent years anime a
japanese style of animation has become extremely popular in
western culture although in the west its audience previously
consisted mainly of young children it has increasingly become
accepted as an art form that can be appreciated by all ages
readers discover the controversy that has historically surrounded
anime s status in the west and its fans struggle to promote it as a
serious art form anime s leap from eastern to western culture is
highlighted with full color photographs and fact filled sidebars
Anime 2017-07-15 this dramatic true story told by the daughter of
russian immigrant jehuda weinstein reveals the joys fears and
eventual triumph of a family who realizes its dream full color
Lafayette Comes To America 2022-10-27 while america sleeps
brings forth dispensational endtime truths with the boldness of an
ancient watchman crying out a warning to the unprepared and
slumbering people the correlation of old testament and new
testament scripture proves the end of gentile world dominion is
coming to the appointed time of completion it uses prophecy as
an avenue to establish god s great and wondrous plans for the
nation israel and for the church it shares revelation knowledge
that jesus christ s birthplace was by divine design a stable is the
appropriate and proper place for a baby lamb to be born jesus
christ was and is the lamb of god deity donned flesh and blood
and was laid in a manger and named jesus his sinless sacrificial
blood was pre ordained to take away the sins of the world it



shares god s love and concern for his creation mankind and shows
that god s plans for man are good and not evil this book is unique
in form for it was written for both jew and gentile
Journey to Ellis Island 2010-08 with a timely new chapter on
immigration in the current age of globalization a new preface and
new appendixes with the most recent statistics this revised
edition is an engrossing study of immigration to the united states
from the colonial era to the present
While America Sleeps...The Coming Judgment 2011-12-01 what
impact has deconstruction had on the way we read american
culture and how is american culture itself peculiarly
deconstructive to address these questions this volume brings
together some of the most provocative thinkers associated with
deconstruction among them jacques derrida judith butler and
avital ronnel ranging across a wide field from the ethics of reading
to the rhetoric of performance the contributors offer provocative
insights into a new sense of the political the america of the
volume s title turns out to be the place where the politics and
poetics of responsibility meet it is also the place where we
confront the tension between difference and profound otherness
Coming to America (Second Edition) 2002-10-22 originally
published in 1994 this important book traces the rise of film
propaganda in the 20th century discussing specifically how film
can be used to manipulate public perception and opinions two
distinct areas are covered war propaganda including feature and
documentary films regarding warfare and civilian propaganda
including films that address a variety of political subjects although
the focus is american film and american politics this book offers
insights for all those interested in the affect of film on the minds
of citizens of any country or state
Deconstruction Is/in America 1995 this book explores in
unprecedented detail the theological thinking of john witherspoon
during his often overlooked ministerial career in scotland in
contrast to the arguments made by other historians it shows that
there was considerable continuity of thought between
witherspoon s scottish ministry and the second half of his career
as one of america s founding fathers the book argues that
witherspoon cannot be properly understood until he is seen as not



only engaged with the enlightenment but also firmly grounded in
the calvinist tradition of high to late orthodoxy embedded in the
transatlantic evangelical awakening of the eighteenth century and
frustrated by the state of religion in the scottish kirk alongside the
titles of pastor president educator philosopher should be a new
category john witherspoon as reformed apologist this is a fresh re
examination of the intellectual formation of one of scotland s
most important churchman from the eighteenth century and one
of america s most influential early figures the volume will be of
keen interest to academics working in religious history american
religion reformed theology and calvinism as well as scottish and
american history more generally
Film Propaganda and American Politics 2013-12-17 intimate view
of life in the amish world with more than 150 letters and journal
entries poems stories and riddles
The Religious Formation of John Witherspoon 2020-02-05
the first major treatment of the american art song in more than
40 years in volume i america comes of age friedberg examines
the transition from the european influenced songs of macdowell
loeffler and griffes to the consciously american style of ives
copland harris and other 20th century composers volume ii voices
of maturity treats composers born just before or after 1900 and
their response to the flood of poetry by american writers in the
early 20th century volume iii the century advances begins where
its predecessor ended with composers born in the second decade
of this century and discusses songs written roughly between 1940
and 1980 among the 16 composers treated samuel barber paul
bowles david diamond vincent persichetti jean eichelberger ivey
ned rorem and richard hundley among the 26 poets james agee
tennessee williams herman melville wallace stevens stephen
crane peter viereck theodore roethke and james purdy
Amish Roots 1992 this book provides a fresh engaging multi
disciplinary introduction to religion in contemporary america
students and instructors will find the combination of historical and
sociological perspectives an invaluable aid to understanding this
fascinating but complex field
American Art Song and American Poetry: America comes of age
1981 this is a true story about a young englishman s quest to live



and work in america after he tragically lost both of his parents to
natural causes within two days of each other whilst on holiday on
the mediterranean island of malta in october 1981 he came to
america to new york city on the thirtieth of june 1985 with just
two hundred dollars in his pocket he had no relatives or friends
shoulders to lean on when things became rough he just had his
drive and entrepreneurship to keep him going it was rough for
him during the first seven years living in squalor in kansas city
missouri not having electric in apartments and not having a car in
columbia south carolina getting involved in a life threatening car
accident in perry florida having bicycles stolen in valdosta georgia
and working illegally for those seven years with fake social
security numbers he eventually ended up living and working in
columbia where he met and fell in love with his wife to be whilst
working at a restaurant as a waiter he proposed to his wife to be
just before christmas 1991 in july 1992 the young man travelled
back to england to see his siblings nephews and nieces and also
to get his b1 b2 visa renewed when he attempted to come back
to america the ins the immigration and naturalisation service
cornered him after suspecting that he was coming to america to
work illegally after they searched his pockets their suspicions
were correct they had no other choice than to deport him and
send him back to the uk he was allowed one telephone call just
like citizens that have been arrested are allowed that call was
made to his fiancee sobbing he said for her to forget about him he
was then escorted back to the aeroplane on which he flew back to
england thinking that he would never see his fiancee again that s
not the end of the story just like in the fairy tales where the knight
in shining armour rescues the damsel in distress it was the other
way around in this story the damsel rescued the knight by
obtaining a passport travelling by herself to england and
sweeping the knight off his feet by marrying him it was relatively
plain sailing after that for the young man to be able to come back
to america to live and work legally and to be with the love of his
life
Religion in Contemporary America 2013 the second coming is
about how to transform a closed conscious mind into an open
conscious mind after the consciousness of one s mind has been



transformed it enables one to know and understand an eternally
transcended ideal or truth from a logical and rational eternal
perspective once an eternal intuitive perspective has been
achieved it gives one the ability to identify an immoral ideal or
truth that was creatively imagined from an ideal or truth that was
eternally transcended from the eternal intuitive reality of
godliness with this eternal intuitive ability one can faithfully
believe an eternal intuitive essence of godliness is responsible for
everything that has ever become and will become universally and
eternally through the power of faithfully believing one can create
an eternal personal partnership with god godly being or eternal
intuitive essence of godliness upon this eternal personal
partnership an eternal living reality of heaven will become upon
the blue jewel while you are still alive jesus professed if you
faithfully believe in what i say you can have an eternal existence
jesus did not say upon one s death to a logical and rational
consciousness of mind it appears once you faithfully believe in
what jesus said it instantaneously becomes of an eternal living life
upon the blue jewel so as you read the second coming do not be
surprised your universal existence is becoming eternal while you
are still living life i hope you enjoy your eternal journey as an
eternal living partner with your god godly being or eternal
intuitive essence of godliness blessed is the miraculous becoming
of an eternal living life
Coming to America 2023-10-02 in 1994 at world changers
church international under rev dr crefl o dollar got a call to the
ministry and rededicated his life to the lord in 1995 at one step of
faith cogic under the leadership of his parents in the lord pastor
mu and gene mitchell in 2003 with the recommendation of bishop
frederick and mother ann kelly was ordained by the former
presiding bishop and jurisdictional prelate of central georgia cogic
bishop c d owens in 2002 god spoke to him while in memphis
during the holy convocation and gave him the name of the church
divine word international cogic the foundation of the church was
laid at umuezem otulu in imo state of nigeria on the first of
october 2004 and by december 19 2004 the first service was held
presently divine word international cogic is in three locations in
nigeria with one in the mableton georgia usa bishop kenneth obi



is a friend leader and a warrior to countless people with over a
hundred churches in edo state jurisdiction gods servant for this
time
THE SECOND COMING 2023-06-28 asserts that america is
straying from its democratic ideals and faltering in a rapidly
globalized world community and challenges policies that are
based on a priority of making america number one in the world
while examining the economic and politicalforces that have
brought about contemporary problems
Coming to America the Naked Truth 2010-07-08 essays by
scholars journalists lawyers business and labor leaders church
administrators and lobbyists novelists activists policymakers and
politicians address the most critical issues facing the catholic
church in the united states
Congressional Record 1924 in this twist on the classic jewish
stories schlemiel lives in the famous town of chelm known as the
place of fools when one day he embarks on a journey to america
he has no idea the people and adventures he will encounter but
what he quickly learns is that not all the fools in the world live in
chelm
Come Home, America 2009-03-17 this is an engrossing account
of greek americans their history strengths conflicts aspirations
and contributions blending sociological insight with historical
detail peter c and charles c moskos trace the greek american
experience from the wave of mass immigration in the early 1900s
to today this is the story of immigrants most of whom worked
hard to secure middle class status it is also the story of their
children and grandchildren many of whom maintain an
attachment to greek ethnic identity even as they have become
one of america s most successful ethnic groups as the authors
rightly note the true measure of greek americans is the
immigrants themselves who came to america without knowing
the language and without education they raised solid families in
the new country and shouldered responsibilities for those in the
old they laid the basis for an enduring greek american community
included in this completely revised edition is an introduction by
michael dukakis and chapters relating to the early struggles of
greeks in america the greek orthodox church success in america



and the survival and expansion of greek identity despite
intermarriage this work will be of value to scholars of ethnic
studies those interested in greek culture and communities and
sociologists and historians
American Catholics, American Culture 2004 douglas pike an
eminent authority on southeast asia and particularly on vietnam
wrote dr nguyen anh tuan is a highly respected economist and
political thinker even perhaps for our purpose here he is a man of
great breadth of view a philosopher in the true meaning of the
word in america coming to terms dr nguyen anh tuan addresses
himself to the central issue of the vietnam war this ambitious
study seeks to place the u s involvement in vietnam into the
broader context of american and world history the legacy of the
vietnam war remains a critical topic particularly with the war in
iraq generating the specter of conflicting partisan politics in a
deeply divided country america s involvement in vietnam was
misunderstood at the time and is still misrepresented now as the
iraq war often invites comparisons with the vietnam war a full
understanding of the u s experience in vietnam is essential more
importantly lessons learned from vietnam can be applied to iraq
at present as well as to any u s conflict in the future america
coming to terms will help the american public to better
understand the real legacy of the vietnam war it will provide
americans liberal as well as conservative democrat as well as
republican with substantive reasons to be united and to be proud
of america most importantly it will meaningfully impact the
writing of american history for future generations and change for
the better the world s perception of the american people and of
america steven hayward a most distinguished scholar wrote
revisionist historians two or three generations from now are likely
to begin making the argument that the united states won the
ultimate victory in the vietnam war and that it should be seen as
the turning point in the cold war in america coming to terms dr
tuan set the record straight that notwithstanding a number of
mistakes that were committed not only america won the cold war
but ultimately also won the vietnam war
Schlemiel Comes to America 2023-04 an examination of the
continuities and differences between american impressionism and



realism copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Greek Americans 2017-07-05 culling the finest thinking of
renowned historian jonathan d sarna coming to terms with
america examines how jews have long straddled two civilizations
endeavoring to be both jewish and american at once from the
american revolution to today
America Coming to Terms: The Vietnam Legacy 2008-12-23
basing the volume on archival materials geoffrey martin explains
not only what american geographers did but also why they chose
the paths they took the letters upon which the volume relies
enable martin to enter the minds of our predecessors in ways that
histories based on secondary sources cannot by tracing
interpersonal connections among domestic geographers and with
overseas colleagues especially in germany and france martin
sheds new light on the intellectual and structural foundations of
american geography
American Impressionism and Realism 1994 wars rarely turn out as
expected this book shows how britain entered a conflict that it
believed could not be lost the american patriots were similarly
optimistic about their martial prospects although they eventually
secured independence it was only with the assistance of france
and indirectly spain who diverted british resources from the
conflict in america allowing france eventually to deliver a
knockout blow at yorktown this extensive yet accessible
exploration into the war of american independence provides
aclear analysis of why this complex conflict occurred and why it
ended as it did revealing the fragile nature of the american patriot
cause an essential guide for any history student including those
specializing in war peace studies and the study of international
relations as well the general reader with an interest in the study
of war
Coming to Terms with America 2021-09 new york magazine
was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald
tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource
for readers across the country with award winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect
back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself



while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea
American Geography and Geographers 2015
The War of American Independence 2014-06-06
The Jew Comes to America 1945
New York Magazine 1975-10-13
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